
Unusual Sports 
Teacher’s Notes 

Videos 1. Chess Boxing 
  2. Dogboarding 

1. Display the mosaic on page 2. Put students in pairs and get them to talk 
about the sports: which have they done / watched / would like to do? 
Where are they played? What equipment do you need? What are the 
rules, if any? What vocabulary do students need to talk about them? 

2. Feedback - let students ask vocabulary questions and write it on the 
board. 

3. Regroup the students so that they are working with a different partner 
and repeat step 1, this time including the vocabulary that came up in 
step 2. 

4. Feedback - which sport generated the most conversation? 
5. Now divide the class into two groups. Tell them that you’re going to give 

each group the name of a sport and they should decide / make up how 
it’s played, rules, referee or not, team or individual etc. 

6. Give one group the card (on page 3) with dogboarding written on it and 
the other group the one with chess boxing on it. Give groups a few 
minutes to talk about their sport and make some notes. 

7. Pair a Dogboarder with a Chess Boxer. The Chess Boxer tells the 
Dogboarder about their sport. The Dogboarder can ask questions. If the 
Chess Boxer doesn’t know the answer, they should make one up. 

8. Now play video 1 from the beginning to 01:11 and see how close the 
Chess Boxers’ descriptions came to the actual sport. 

9. Repeat step 7 with the Dogboarders explaining their sport to the Chess 
Boxers and then play video 2.  

10. Tell students that no dogs were harmed in the making of the video and 
ask which sport they’d prefer to do. Do they know any other unusual 
sports? Send them home to research one and tell a partner about it in 
the next class, preferably with photos or a video on their mobile or 
tablet. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7ZwMVLMezI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBmw5G9H9co


Image made using photos taken from http://flickr.com/eltpics by Efi Tzour, 
Christina Martidou, @sandymillin, @ij64, @senicko, Mr_Schenk, 
@SerraRoseli, @vickyloras and @mamalarut used under a CC Attribution 
Non-Commercial license, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/ 
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http://eltpics.com/%C2%A0http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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